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1. Introduction. We consider here functions /(zi, z2) of two complex variables.

We say / is holomorphic in a domain D if / can be expanded in a power series about

each point of 3D. If, in particular, 35 contains the origin we have locally a series repre-

sentation

Kzi .22) = 23 (1-1)
» *

An interesting function-theoretic problem is that of obtaining information about

the singularities of / given information about the coefficients a,-,*. This problem assumes

considerable interest in applications, in particular in the study of quantum mechanical

and quantum field-theoretic models of scattering phenomena. In the former one is

concerned with determining the analytic properties of certain partial differential equa-

tions, whereas in the latter the investigation centers about relationships such as implied

by the elastic unitarity integral (see, for instance, [5 chapter 5] for a list of further

references). We mention also a recent paper [7] in which the possible singularities of

solutions of the Helmholz equation are discussed in terms of the singularities of an

associated holomorphic function.

A natural method, which has been used by Bergman (cf. [2], [5]), is to set z2 = Azi

and study the function

F(\, Zi) = /(zt , Azx)

as a function of Zi . It seems to have been overlooked that the radius of convergence

of the power series for F(\, zx) need not be a continuous function of X. The singularities

of F(A, Zi) then may have no relation to the singularities of / as a function of two variables.

The purpose of this note is to point out this error and discuss the possibilities for obviating

it. Terminology will be set out more carefully in succeeding sections.

We now remind ourselves of the following fundamental theorem of Hartogs [6,

p. 28-30],
Hartogs' Theorem. Suppose that in the set

V — a,I < Ri , \z — a2| < R2 , Ri , R2 > 0 (1.2)
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g(zi , z2) is analytic in each variable separately. Suppose further that g is bounded in a

set |z — a:| < Si , \z — a2| < S2 , with Si < Ri and S2 < R2 • Then g(zi , z2) is holo-

morphic in the original set (1.2).

2. Definitions and some elementary remarks. The analytic plane (P(X) is the set

{(zi j z2)/z2 = Xz,!. It is easy to see that each CP(X) passes through the origin, and if

Zx 0 there is a unique CP(X) through the point (zi , z2). As X ranges through all complex

numbers (P(X) sweeps out all of (zt , z2)-space except the plane z, = 0. This plane cor-

responds to X = oo. To study / near zt = 0 one could use the different set of surfaces

Zi = Xz2 . It is not hard to verify that CP(X) is a plane in the usual sense, but we do not

need this fact.

Now we define the plane section transform F(\, z,) corresponding to /(zi , z2) by the

equation

F(\, z,) = /(Zj , XzO, zx ^ 0.

Lemma 2.1: Let X° = z2/zj, z° ^ 0. Then if /(zi, z2) is holomorphic in a neighborhood

of (z° , z2), F(\, z^ is holomorphic in a neighborhood of (X°, z°), and conversely.

Proof: Let / be holomorphic in the bicylinder |zx — zj| < r,, |z2 — z2| < r2. Without

loss of generality suppose / bounded in this bicylinder. As zx and z2 range through this

bicylinder, which we assume does not intersect the plane zx = 0, the point (X, Zi) sweeps

out a neighborhood 91 of (X°, zj). F(\, zx) is bounded in 91, clearly. F(X, zj is also holo-

morphic in X, Zi separately, since we can exhibit derivatives

3F = df(Zj , Xzt) df{Zj , Xz,) dF = df(Zj , Xz,)
dZi dZi 3z2 ' d\ 1 az2

Since 91 contains a bicylinder, Hartogs' theorem shows F is holomorphic in some neighbor-

hood of (X°, z°t).

Th(> converse is proved similarly. Note that

§l_ = dF(\, Zj) /-z2\ dF(\, Zj) = _X dF{\, zi) dF(\, zj

dZi d\ \ Zi ) dzx Zi d\ dZi

and

(df/dz2) = (l/zi)(dF(\, Zi)/d\),

so we have exhibited derivatives of / in terms of derivatives of F with respect to X and zx.

We obtain a series for F(\, Zi). If / is holomorphic in a neighborhood at the origin

the series (1.1) has a region of absolute convergence [5, p. 2] and so we can justify the

following sequence of formal manipulations;

*XM.) = E ± a^'zr
j«0 i-0

= E E \ (2-1)
J-0 F-J

CO

= E?n (X)z"
n-0

where

P»(X) = E an-k.iX*. (2.1')
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It is clear that the sequence p„(X) uniquely determines the function f(zi , z2) for

which F(\, zt) is the plane section transform.

Lemma 2.2: Let F(X, zj be given by (2.1), (2.1'). Then the corresponding series (1.1)

converges in a full neighborhood of the origin if and only if there exist constants Cx and C2

such that

|p.(X)| < C>(C2(1 + |X|))". (2.2)

Proof: Suppose the series (1.1) converges uniformly in |zj| < R, \z2\ < R, and has

an upper bound M there. We have [6, p. 27]

\n I - — I f f /fo » 2') ru
\a>-k\ a / / j+it+i dZx

™ Kliil-E •lli,l-RZ1 Z2
dzo < MR

- (i +ft)

Thus

|p.(X)| < MR~\ 1 + |x| + ... + |X|") < MR~\ 1 + |X|)".

Conversely, let (2.2) be satisfied. Then

Pn(X)i i = i_ r pM
l 2tt |J|xi-i xt+1 d\ < 0,01-2"

and we have, putting j = n — k in the above estimate,

K.izjzal < CiC'S*#*" |Zir' |z»\h < C12~u+k)

if we take \zi\ and |z2| both less than 1/(4C2) .

This lemma will be useful, for we will later construct examples by specifying the

pn , and we see now what growth condition we need so that F(X, Zi) is the plane section

transform of a non-trivial double series.

We define p(X) to be the radius of convergence of the series for F{\, Zi); thus

1/p(X) = lim k(X)|1/n.

We define the radius of holomorphy, r(X), by

r(X) = g.l.b. {</(|zi| < t) C (£>Pi <P(X))}.

r(X) is the radius of the largest disc whose boundary does not pass out of (P(X) or SD, 3D

being the domain where / is holomorphic.

Since holomorphy in two variables implies holomorphy in each separately, we have

r(X) < p(X).

Lemma 2.3:

?"(Xo) ̂ lim r(X).

x-x.

Proof: F(\, zx) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of each point of the disc X = X0 ,

|zi| 5: KX0) — e. By compactness F(\, Zj) is holomorphic in a full neighborhood |z,| <

r(X0) — e, |X — X0| < S, for some 8 sufficiently small. By Lemma 2.1, /(zx , z2) is holo-

morphic in this set also.

It is now easy to see that p(X) r(X) always. Let pn(\) = P(X), a fixed polynomial,

for n sufficiently large. Then p(X) = 1 off the zeroes of P, and is infinite at each zero.

If p(X) were always equal to r(X) we would contradict Lemma 2.3.
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3. A Formula for r(X). In what follows, let

lim |pn(X)|1/n

n,A—»Xo

mean the supremum of values as n tends to infinity and X tends to X0 independently.

In this section we suppose throughout that (2.2) is satisfied.

Our next result is known, at least in an analogous situationjwhere X ranges over a

sequence [8, p. 277],

Lemma 3.1:

lAOo) = lim |p„(X)|1/n.
n ,X-*Xo

Proof: For notational convenience let

l/p*(Xo) = lim |p„(X)r\
n,X—>Xo (3.1)

We arrange our proof by showing first that

r(X0) > p*(X0) - 2e (3.2)

for any e > 0, and then showing that

r(X0) < p*(X0) + e. (3.3)

There are numbers N, 8 such that

Ip^X)!17" < l/(p*(X0) - e), n> N, |X - X„| < 8.

Let F„(X, Zi) be the section

F,(X, z1) = X) Pn(X)z" .
n = 0

For v > n > N, X as above, and 12,1 < p*(X0) — 2e, we have

\F.(\,gl) - F,(x, 2l)l < t (P!rx"i I *)"•
n-i^ + l \P (.AoJ € /

The F,,(X, 2j) are uniformly convergent and holomorphic in |zi| < p*(X0) — 2e, |X — X0| <

5; hence so is their limit, by Hartogs theorem. This proves (3.2).

Now F(\, Zj) is holomorphic and bounded on some set |zi| < r(X0) — e, |X — X0| < 8,

by a simple compactness argument. We have

< M(r(X0) - £)-I mi _ J_ I f F(X, z.) ,
|Pn(X) 1 r, / cn+1

^ Ml«,l-rUo)-« Zi

provided |X — X0| < 8; thus

bn(X)|1/n < M1/n/(r(X„) - e)

for all n. This proves (3.3).

We can now give a more satisfactory formula for r(X), in which the role of n in Lemma

3.1 disappears.

Theorem 3.1:

lA(Xo) = lim l/p(X).
X—Xo
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Proof: We have immediately that

1A(X0) > Tim 1/P(X) (3.4)
X->X»

lim 1/p(X) = lim (lim |y?„(X)|1/Tl) < lim |p„(X)|,/n = l/r(X0).
\—*\0 X—+Xo n—*vo n, X—»Xo

To prove the reverse of (3.4), we show that

l/r(Xo) < e31 lim l/p(X) (3.5)
X-.X„

for any /i > 0.

Let

/(X0) = log [lim l/p(X)].
X-Xo

There is an 72 > 0 such that

log l/p(x) < <(X0) + h/2, |X - X0| < R.

Consider the subsets &N of the circle rE : |X — X0| = R, characterized by the con-

dition that X belongs to &N if and only if there are n > N such that

P»00|1/n > exp («(X0) + h).

Let L(SW) denote the one-dimensional measure of Sw in the angular variable

0 = arg (X — X0). The &N are measurable, their intersection is empty, and they have

the nesting property S^+i C SN ■ By a standard result of measure theory (cf. [4, p. 172]),

lim L(Sat) = 0. Thus, given e > 0, there is an N0 such that L(S.V) < e, N > N0 .

Now we estimate the subharmonic function log |p„(X)|1/" near X0 by harmonic meas-

ures. Let rfl be chosen as above, and n > N0 . Let coi = &No , with N > N0,

and let o>2 = T, — coi . Let W\(X), j = 1, 2, be the harmonic measure of co,- at X with

respect to .

By (2.2) there is an upper bound, call it M, for log |p„(X)|1/n on all . Without loss

of generality suppose e chosen so that Me < h. Then for all n > N0 , and X inside

we have

log |p„(X)r < MWA) + lh + <(X„)]TF2(X). (3.6)

Since harmonic measure never exceeds 1 and tends to linear measure in 6 divided by

2ir as X tends to X0 , we can choose |X — X0| < 5 so small that PFi(X) < 2«. For such X

then (3.6) and the remarks preceding it yield

log |p„(X)r <3h + t(\0), (3.7)

provided n > N0 and |X — X0| < &.

If we take the unrestricted limit superior on the left-hand side of (3.7) and expo-

nentiate, we arrive immediately at (3.5).

Corollary 3.1: r(X) agrees with p(X) at points where

p(X) = lim p(X).
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In particular r(X) = p(X) at points of continuity of p(X).

Corollary 3.2:

r(\) = limr(X).

x-»x

Proof: Because of Lemma 2.3, we need only show that, for any e > 0,

r(X) > lim r(X) — 2e.

Assuming this inequality is false, there is a 5 > 0 such that

r(X) > r(X) + 2e, 0 < |X — X| < 5.

For each such X there is by Theorem 3.1 a neighborhood 31(A) such that

p(y) > r(V) - e > r(X) + e, y £ 9l(X).

The 31 (X) cover the set |X — X| < 5; thus t(\) < p(y) — «, for all 7 in I7 — X| < S, and

this contradicts Theorem 3.1.

4. Effect of the zeroes. In this section we show that the regularity of p(X) depends

to a considerable extent on the distribution of zeroes of the pn . We assume (2.2) is

satisfied in this section.

Lemma 4.1: If X0 is not a limit point of zeroes of the p„(X), p(X) is coiitinuous at X0 ,

or infinite in some full neighborhood of X0 .

Note: We always also call X0 a limit point of zeroes if p„(X0) vanishes for infinitely

many n.

Proof: There is by hypothesis a domain 3C about X0 , with compact closure, in

which p„ is free of zeroes, after perhaps deleting finitely many subscripts n. The functions

(p„(X))1/n are analytic in X, uniformly bounded there, and hence equicontinuous [1,

p. 171].
To show l/p(X) continuous, let Xi be fixed in 3C, and let nk be a subsequence such

that

liuxor1 -> i/p(x,).
Given e there is a 5 such that

|p»(X)|I/a > |p„(x)|1/n -6, |X - X| < 5.

Thus if |X2 — Xjt| < 5 one has

1/P(X2) > lim b„t(X2)|1/nl > l/p(X,) - e
k

and since we can clearly reverse the roles of X2 , Ai , l/p(X) is continuous.

Suppose now that p(Xi) = <». The sequence nk above has a subsequence n'k such

that (p„t'(X))I/" k —><£(A), 0(A) analytic in 3C, with = l/p(Xx) [1, p. 171]. By Hurwitz'

theorem, either <f>{\) vanishes identically or is a limit point of zeroes of the p„4-(X)

[1, p. 171].

We give a generalization of the above, after some preliminaries.

For a sequence of sets S„ we define the superior limit by

lim Sn = {X | X G £« for infinitely many ?t).
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A set is of linear measure zero if it can be covered by a set of circles the sum of whose

diameters is arbitrarily small. Clearly a set of linear measure zero is of planar measure

zero, and contains no continuum.

We shall use the following well-known result (cf. [3, p. 46]):

Lemma (Boutroux-Cartan): Outside a set of circles the sum of whose radii does not

exceed 2H, one has

il\z-zi\> (H/e)\
j-i

Theorem 4.1: Let <xn(2D) denote the number of zeroes of p„(X) in the domain 2D. If

o-„(2D) = o(n),

then, off a subset of linear measure zero in 2D, p(X) is continuous or p(X) = ».

Proof: Let X,-.n , 1 < j < <rn, be the zeroes of p„(X) in 2D, multiplicity counted and

write

P»00 = 4(X)g„(X)

where

4(x) = n (x - x,.„).
j-i

We assume without loss of generality that 2D is bounded.

It is clear that for some C depending on 2D,

|in(X)| < C", X G 3D
thus

lim |<„(X)|1/n < 1, XG». (4.1)

Now let hn be any sequence decreasing to zero sufficiently slowly that log 1 /hn = o(n/<r„),

let S„ be the set 8„ = {X/|<„(X)| < (h„/e)""\, and finally let X = lim 8n . From the Bou-

troux-Cartan lemma 3C is of linear measure zero, and off 3C one has

lim |ax)|1/n > lim (hje)°'/n = 1. (4.2)

(4.1) and (4.2) together yield

lim \tn(\)\1/n =1, X ^ 2D — X.

In this same set

lim |p„(X)|1/" = lim |g„(X)|1/n.

Our conclusion follows by applying Lemma 4.1 to the q„ , provided we verify that q

satisfies an inequality (2.2).

(2.2) is satisfied by pn , by hypothesis; thus qn satisfies (2.2) off X. The subharmonic

character of qn shows that qn satisfies (2.2) also on all of the X-plane, with possibly a

slightly altered choice of C\ and C2 ■

S. On further constructions. We have already seen that we can make p(A) different

from r(X) on any finite set. We give further constructions on which the two functions

are distinct on infinite point sets. In this section we will also mention some questions

which appear to the writer to be of considerable interest.
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We first give a construction in which p(X) is discontinuous at each point of |X| = 1,

and different from r(X) on a dense subset of this circle. Let us define pn(X) to be identically

zero unless n is of the form n = nK = 3K — 1, K a positive integer, in which case

PukO1) = 1 + X + • • • + X".

The coefficients a,-,k are either 0 or 1, so the series (1.1) converges in a region including

|zi| < 1, \z2\ < 1. It is clear that p(X) = 1 for |X| < 1, and p(X) = 1/|X[ for |X| > 1.

Also, since |p„(e,9)| < 1 + n we have p(X) > 1 on |X| = 1. By Theorem 3.1, r(A) = 1

on |X| = 1.

Now set Xjf.K = exp {2Miri/3K\ and X* ,a- = exp {(1 + 2M)wi/3K}, with M, K

positive integers. Note that each \m.k is a point in the set {X, N} if N > K, and that

similarly the set X&iK , k fixed, is in the set XJ/iW , N fixed and larger than K. Since

1   \3*

p«(x) = '

P™(Xm.k) = 0 for N > K and Pu^m.k) = 2/(1 — X) for N > K. This gives us p(\m,k) =

00j = 1. Thus p(X) takes the values °° and 1, each on a dense subset of the

circle |X| = 1.

This example has the interesting feature that one can exhibit f(zi , z2) in a simple

way. For |z2| < |zi| we have

I   -vntf + 1

1&,*,) = W
K 1 — A

= E (1 - feAlr+I)
K Zl — Z2

= <pfa) - <p(Z2)
z 1 - z%

where

<p(?) = E 2nK.
K

By analytic continuation this representation for /(zt , z2) is valid for |zx| < 1, \z2\ < 1,

with

Kz1>zi) = lim ^ ~ = <p\Zl).
Z2~*Z\ &1

f(zt , z2) reduces to a polynomial on each hyperplane z2 = \m,kZi .

We can construct examples in which the singular character of p(X) is not restricted

to a curve.

Lemma 5.1: Let & be a countable dense subset of the bounded domain SD. Then there

is a function for which r(X) is different from p(X) on S, and p(X) is discontinuous at each

point of 23.

Proof: We enumerate the points of S as the sequence Xt , X2 , • • • , X„ , • • • . Let

Mn be a sequence of numbers decreasing to zero, and let denote the following union

of closed discs:
n

3TC. = U {X/|X - X;| < Mn}.
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We can choose the Mn in such a way that n» SfTln = 8. Let us assume this has been

done. We then choose a sequence hn of positive numbers such that 2ehn < Mn .

As the final choice of parameters, let Nn be a sequence tending to infinity so rapidly

that (n/N„) log hn tends to zero. We take tn(\) = IL'-i (* - h).

We have

lim |«„(X)|1/JV" >1, X G SD - 8

by the Boutroux-Cartan lemma. Letting d be the diameter of 2D, one has

< dn/N" -> 1, X G 2D.

We now give the sequence p„(X) needed for the construction. We take pn(X) identically

zero unless k is one of the numbers N„ . We define

PnM = tn(\).

It is clear that the p„ satisfy a relation of the form (2.2), so we have constructed a plane-

section transform of some function. Furthermore, p(X) = <*> on S and p(X) = 1 on

2D — 8. We have r(X) = 1 on S.

This construction can be modified, using a sequence of the form

4,*(X) = n ~ h)
i<»; IXj,»|<A

to yield the following result:

Theorem 5.1: Let 8 be any countable set. Then there is a junction for which p(X)

is discontinuous at each -point of 8, p(X) = co at each point of 8 and r(X) = 1.

It is easy to modify the above examples so that p(X) does not become infinite on the

set 8. Indeed, let A be any number with 0 < A < 1, and modify the p„(X) constructed

above by setting p„(X) = pJX) + A". Then for the corresponding function p(X) one has

p(X) = 1, X £ 2D — 8

= 1/A, X E S.

Let S, in general, denote the set where p(X) and r(X) are distinct. We can ask what

sets 8 are possible. This question seems to the writer to be difficult and worth

investigating. We know from the above that 8 can be any countable set, and it is possible

that in general 8 must be in some sense a thin set. On the other hand, it may be that

one could produce examples where 8 is the entire plane, by producing sequences p„(X)

for which the functions (pn(X))1/n are small most of the time, but have comparatively

steep peaks on a dense subset. The writer believes at the moment that such a construc-

tion is possible, but difficult. Regarding this, the following result is of some interest.

Theorem 5.2: Let r(X) = 1 on a dense subset S of the domain 2D, and let 3C be the subset

on which p(X) > 1. Then X is of measure zero.

Proof: Let Xh be the subset where p(X) > e\ Since 3C = u 3CI/n , we need only

prove Xh has measure zero for any h > 0. We can reduce the problem further; it is

enough to show that for any X0 G § there is an R > 0 such that Xh meets the disc |X — X0|

< R in a set of measure zero, for S certainly contains a dense subset and we can cover 3D

by a countable collection of discs, of arbitrarily small radius, with centers on points of S.

Let e > 0 be given. Because of Theorem 3.1 there is an R > 0 such that the disc
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|X — X0| < R lies in 33, and such that p(\) > e~' in this disc. We now estimate |p„(X)|I/n

near X0 by a harmonic measure argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Let T, be the circle |X — X0| = s, with R/2 < s < R. Off a subset of r, of arbi-

trarily small measure 8 we have

log |p„(X)|I/n < log 1/P(X) + e, n > n0(5).

There is an overall bound, call it M, for the quantity log |p„(X)|1/n on all of R/2 <

|X — X0| < R, and we can assume 5 so small that Mb < e.

Now let be the subset of r„ — S2X where log l/p(X) < — h, and let = T, —

fti — . Let TF,(X) be the harmonic measure of £2, , j = 1, 2, 3. Then for n > n0(5),

log |p„(X)r < «JFi(X) + eTF3(X) + (e - h)W2(\) = e - hW2{\). (5.1)

It is easily verified that for |X — X0| < R/8, the Poisson kernel of F, does not fall below

6/17ir. From (5.1), then, and letting T, denote the linear measure of J22 in the angular

variable 6,

log |p»(X)|1/n < — 6hL,/17t, n > n0 , |X — X0| < R/8,

and since « is arbitrary, we may take the unrestricted limit superior on the left-hand

to conclude that

r(X,0) > exp {6hL,/I7w]

which is a contradiction unless L, is zero.

This proves 5Zh is of measure zero. Indeed, we have proved more, for we have shown

that Xh intersects any circle, centered at a point of S, in a set of one-dimensional measure

zero.
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